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RECENTTRANSGENDERTHEORY

BERNICEL. HAUSMAN
In the early 1990s,when I was writing my book on transsexualism, Changing Sex: Transsexualism,Technology,and the Idea of
Gender,'the predominantcriticalperspectiveon the phenomenon
was a feminist culturalstudies analysis that used transsexualism
as a way to identify gender's complex social articulationand its
tenacioushold on interpretationsof sexed experience.2This view
had transformed an earlier feminist critique that understood
transsexualism (conceptualized primarily as male-to-female
transsexualism)to be an affrontagainst women.3Queer interpretations4of transsexualismwere just emerging on the criticallandscape. Kate Bomstein's1994 GenderOutlaw:On Men, Women,and
the Restof Us5 moved the discussion in that direction,and Susan
Stryker's"MyWords to VictorFrankensteinabove the Village of
Chamounix: Performing TransgenderRage"(discussed below)
initiateda full-fledged queer view of transgender;but these were
singularvoices in a field (albeita small one) dominatedby feminist perspectives.
Since 1995, however, the main strand of scholarshipon transsexualism and transgenderism6has become decidedly queer;this
categoryincludes texts that are more or less popular transgender
advocacy,texts that are largely scholarly in approach,and texts
that combine advocacywith scholarship.The otherbasic disciplinary approach to the topic is ethnographicsociology (so-called
grounded theory).Readingthe texts reviewed here, it is clearthat
transgender issues are becoming focal points of scholarly and
popular thinking about gender in a way that women (as the
objects of analysis) used to be.7 This phenomenon involves the
reconceptualizationof a certainproblematicpreviously characterized by feminism as the "womanquestion,"and then later as sexual difference,in the currentguise of transgender.
FeministStudies 27, no. 2 (summer 2001). @ 2001 by Bernice L. Hausman
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Significantly, explicitly feminist examinations of transsexualismthat is, investigations that see the lineage of social critiques of
what has been termed the "sex/gender system" to derive from
scholarship concerning women's subordination and sex discrimination-seem to have disappeared from the critical landscape. This
is not to suggest that analytic responses to transsexualism and
transgenderism cannot be feminist and queer but that currently
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they tend not to be. In fact, feminists are portrayed negatively in
many of these texts-policing the genders in order to retain "woman" for itself, ignoring the plight of those who do not signify female or male biologically or socially, reserving heterosexual
norms of femininity for genetic women only. Yet, I can't imagine
being a feminist scholar now without thinking through categories
made available by queer theory-its attack on heteronormativity;
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its emphasis on performativityover essence;its insistent denaturalizationof sexuality,all of which were ideas initiatedby feminists but broughtto a fullerpotentialby queertheorists.So I want
to understandhow it is that as queer approachesto the transgender phenomenonflourish,feministones wither.In what follows, I
emphasize this opposition in order to demonstratethat it develops from an essential differencein the conceptualizationof gender as an analytic category.I recognize that in emphasizing this
distinction,I risk overemphasizingit, as well as oversimplifying
each position within it. Whetherthis differencecan be accommodated, or rethought,in the service of a differentkind of relation
between transgenderand feministtheorizing,remainsto be seen.8
One possible relationbetween feminist and transgendertheory
is one in which both positions wholly embraceone another,as is
the case with some of the texts discussed below. Holly Devor's
FTM:Female-to-MaleTranssexualsin Society sets the strongest
example of a feministtheoristtaking up an advocacyposition for
transsexual and transgender experience. (I saw this occurring
over and over in my earlierresearchon transsexualism:scholars,
usually social scientists, who began studying transsexuals and
transgender individuals, ended up advocating for trans causes
and people.)9 Devor's lengthy FTM provides a comprehensive
look at the life course of transsexualmen.10What is interesting
about this book also seems its greatestfailing-in providing a multitude of informationabout transsexualmen, gleaned from interviews and presented in extensive quotations in the text, Devor
categorizes and organizes the narrativesof her subjects.Indeed,
the main theoreticalaccomplishmentof this text is the extensive
categorizingand descriptivediscussion of her informants'experiences, set forth in chapterswith titles like "AdolescenceIs about
Change,""Lookingfor Love,""Makingthe Change,"and "Toilet
Traumasand Medical Necessities."Devor's work is theoretically
similar to that of Richard Ekins in Male Femaling:A Grounded
TheoryApproachto Cross-Dressingand Sex-Changing,where he
writes, "Thebasic social process in the research domain is the
process that continuallyresolves the main concernof the subjects
studied. To access it, the researcherasks the question:what is the
chief concern or problem of the people in the substantive area,
and what counts for most of the variationin processingthat problem?"(p. 48). Thus, these studies comprisethe participants'views
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of theirsituationsand theirexperiences;thereis very little theoretical interventionon the part of the researchers.Indeed, grounded
theory suggests that the theoreticalapparatus derives from the
interactionsbetween researcherand participantsand must remain
faithfulto theviews thatthe participantshave of themselves.
The value of the very rich accountsof participants'lives offered
in these texts is offset,I believe,by the fact that theirviews are not
usually steeped in a criticalculturalperspective.Indeed,in Ekins's
book, the structureof male femaling is understoodin relationto
established categories of sex, gender, and sexuality as male
femalers(understoodas men who presentthemselves as women;
thus the categoryincludes cross-dressers,transsexualpeople, and
transgenderists)use them, ratherthan througha criticallens that
uses those categories to raise questions about social structures
and identities.Groundedtheory seems to come down to an empatheticrelationto one's researchsubjectsin orderto producecategories that emerge fromthe subjects'own interpretationsof their
experiences.
But what if the researcherunderstandsthose interpretationsto
be problematicallyengaged in the very culturalcategoriesshe or
he wants to interrogateor revise (such as traditionalviews of the
relationof "biological"sex to "social"gender)?Groundedtheory
can, in these instances,provide little in the way of social critique.
Devor's work, avowedly feminist, involves a more critical perspective than Ekins'sdoes, but in the end her critiqueof the sex/
gender system that consigns certain bodies to certain kinds of
limited social articulations is itself limited to a call for gender
diversity.Her remedy for the constrainingand oppressive gender
system is to suggest an inclusive pluralityof gendered modes of
being-"Itis time that we, as a society,move toward greaterrecognition and appreciationof diversity in genders, sexes, and sexual
orientation, that we begin to envision and enable a future in
which a multiplicity of genders, sexes, and sexualities might be
safely imagined and easily enactedby those persons who feel so
inclined"(p. 609)-which, as I argue throughoutthis article,replicates ontologicalviews of gender as a necessarysystem of social
organizationand personalexpressionthatjust needs to be liberalized to become trulyfair.
Gender diversity is also the clarion call of the transgender
advocates-Riki Anne Wilchins,Kate Bornstein,even Pat Califia
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(who will be discussed later)-who are at pains to argue that what
people do with their genitals is their own business. The problem
with gender for these writers is that it is binary and that it is a
mandatory system consigning social characteristics to sexed
anatomy. In a key moment, Wilchins, in ReadMy Lips:Sexual
Subversionand theEndof Gender,writes, "Iwant just three things:
(1) the right to choose my own meanings-includingnone at all;
(2) a freer marketplacefrom which to choose; and (3) freedom
from the constantthreatof punishmentfor my choices.That'sall"
(p. 156).Thus,while Wilchins'sdiscussions of gender are theoretically informed and interesting (although she, like many others,
mistakes JudithButler'sviews on gender to promote gender voluntarism), she ends up with an essentially libertarianview of
individuals'relationto gender as a social category:we should just
all get to choose. Indeed, she writes:"Ido think that if we policed
bodies less intensely,more people would seek surgery,not fewer,
which would be fine by me since I'd like to see surgery more or
less on demand. After all, how many people would have liposuction-or for that matter,hysterectomiesor hair transplants-ifyou
were first requiredto take batteriesof psychiatrictests, be diagnosed with a psychiatriccondition[etc.]?"(p. 191).
This last commentprompted me to write in the margins:"And
that'swhat'swrong with cosmeticsurgery!"Thisissue is a thorny
one, because Wilchinsis correctto make the connectionbetween
cosmetic surgeries and transsexual surgeries-the latter being a
subset of the former.(I'm not certain how to interprether comment about hysterectomieswhich, while often performedunnecessarily,at least ostensibly have a diagnosis of physiological disease or malfunctionas a rationale.)Cosmeticproceduresare upheld by the problematic(but popular)premise that helping a person to conformto social expectationsof body morphology-many
of which, for women, are highly idealized and unrealizablewithout technologicalintervention-is psychologicallybeneficial.Following this premise ("creatingbeauty to cure the soul,"as Sander
Gilmanputs it)," cosmetic surgery operatesoutside of the ethical
paradigm of diagnostic treatment that ostensibly regulates the
rest of Westernmedicalpractice.
The question of how much the medical profession should or
can regulate transsexual subjects'access to medical procedures
appears,in some form, in all these texts and remainsperhapsthe
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most significant and emotionally charged issue in transsexual/
transgenderpolitics today.Devor arguesfor increasedavailability
of medicaland surgicalservicesfor transsexualmen, even though
she believes that in a more gender-inclusivesociety there would
be less need for them. Wilchins,as we have seen, believes there
would be more "need"for medical interventionin a gender-inclusive culture.In SecondSkins:TheBodyNarrativesof Transsexuality,
Jay Prosserargues that transsexualsurgeriesand hormone treatments are essential for creatingan embodied "home"within the
skin for subjectsdenied representationof their "truegender"by
their original sex, and he argues against the devaluation of elective plastic surgery procedures as merely cosmetic (pp. 81-82).
JamesNelson, in "TheSilence of the Bioethicists"(GLQ:A Journal
of Lesbianand Gay Studies,The TransgenderIssue), suggests that
the 1993 Health Law Standards(developed by the Second International Conference on Transgender Law and Employment
Policy),which assertthe right of individualsto hormonesand reconstructivesurgeryto "expresstheir gender identity,""[o]penup
yet another set of possibilities for the social meaning of shifting
sex and gender . . . they increase the scope of possible moral

agency"(pp. 208, 224). Yet Nelson also writes: "True,some medical activity is now practicedwithout the discipline of diagnosis.
But do we really want cosmetic surgeryto become the paradigm
for medicine generally?"(p. 226), suggesting a conflict between
the expressionof that agency and principlesof ethicalmedicine.
Calls for the depathologizingof gender dysphoria and for the
open availabilityof medical sex-changeprocedureshave become
predictable elements of transgenderdemands. Transgenderactivists use the history of gay liberationand the removal of homosexuality from the Diagnosticand StatisticalManual of Mental
Disordersin 1974 as a political model for these arguments,even
though, in my view, homosexuality and transsexualism differ
greatly in their relationto the medical institution.12Is depathologization, the idea that transsexualpeople should be able to rewithout the diagnosis (and accompanyingstigceive "treatment"
of
disease
ma)
(gender-identitydisorder,gender dysphoria),the
same as demedicalization, the removal of transsexualism-from
medicine'spurview? Can a practiceof the body that necessitates
the use of exogenous hormones and/or plastic surgical procedures ever be removed from the realm of medicine's authority?
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Holly Devor believes that many FTMs(female-to-maletranssexuals) need greater medical supervision of their hormone levels,
and she recommendsthat furtherresearchbe done to make phalloplasty a better option for transsexualmen. Yet when she also
recommends the maintenance of the current yearlong "real-life
test,"she states that "thesuccess of those tests be determinedby
the persons who have lived them ratherthan by helping professionals unless pathological psychological or medical conditions
contraindicate"(p. 605). Her use of the term "helpingprofessionals"indicatesher sense of the role of medicalpersonnelin relation
to transsexualism,just as the idea that a pathologicalpsychological condition could contraindicatesex-change procedures suggests her sense of transsexualismas a nonpathologicalcondition.
Medical practitionersthus become stewards of a certaintechnological expertise that the individual layperson determinesher or
his need of. It is not clearfrom these texts how medical personnel
will respond to this call to remove their responsibilityto diagnose
and to treat according to diagnosis ratherthan patient belief or
predilection.
JayProssertakes up a differentposition with regardto the relation of medicine to transsexualism.He writes:"Ifsexology'smedicalizationrepresentsthe bogy in the modem history of homosexuality,I argue that for transsexualssexology in fact representsthe
crucial medicalization of transgender,the transitionaldiscourse
necessary for enabling the transsexualto bring about a somatic
transition"(p. 10; see also p. 139). Because he is interested in
transsexualismas both process and product of "bodynarratives,"
Prossersees the medicalizationof transsexualismas the production of specific narrativesabout the body that allow the transsexual individual to emerge as a subject(subjectof the discoursesin
part as a result of being subjectto them). Indeed, Prosserargues
compellingly for an illness/treatmentconceptualizationof transsexualism,althoughhis understandingof what constitutesthe illness at stakeis unique.
First, Prosser disarticulatestranssexualismfrom queer theory,
writing that in
the case of transsexuality there are substantive features that its trajectory often
seeks out that queer has made its purpose to renounce: that is, not only reconciliation between sexed materiality and gendered identification but also assimilation, belonging in the body and in the world-precisely the kinds of "home"
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that [Judith]Butler'sessay holds at bay in its criticaltropingof "domestication."

(P.59)

He offers a fascinatingdiscussion of bodily ego and the idea of
skin as its representative,then states
[Didier] Anzieu and [Oliver] Sacks elucidate the cruciality of the feeling of
bodily integrityto successful and happy functioningin general.In their work,
splitting and fragmentationin the bodily ego (the differencebetween "perceptions"of the body) are unlivable states. ... Both neurologist [Sacks]and psychoanalyst[Anzieu] perceive their patients'discomfortor sufferingto be intimately bound up with some form of corporeallyeffective loss; recovery consists in equipollent corporeal reappropriation.It is this notion of corporeal
reappropriationthat inhabits the logic of sex reassignmentsurgery:attaining
that feeling of a coherentand integralbody of one's own."(P. 80)

Indeed, "the realization of identity hoped for and/or brought
about as a result of the manipulationsof the materialsurface of
the body can be substantial;skin is anything but skin deep. For
transsexualssurgeryis a fantasy of restoringthe body to the self
enactedon the surfaceof the body"(p. 82).
In the contextof currenttransgendertheory,Prosser'sviews are
iconoclastic and original. To move back through medical discourses in order to determine a different kind of pathology in
transsexualism is unusual within contemporary conversations
that work so hard against the pathologizationof anything trans.
Of course,Prosserhimself does not overtly suggest that this other
sexed corporeality is pathological, but because it necessitates
that'sat least a logical interpreto alleviate"suffering"
"treatment"
tation:"Sexreassignmentsurgerymay then be grasped as healing
and changingthe transsexualsubjectin that it serves as the antidote to both of these bodyimagedistortions[phantomizationof sex
and not knowing the real], simultaneouslyeffecting the ablation
of the disowned organs . . . and the realization of the already

phantomized sexual parts" (p. 85; emphasis added). But what
stymies me is how such a provocativeanalysis of sexed embodiment could be presentedwith the simplisticand highly problematic idea of true gender that Prossersupportsthroughoutthe text.
Although he writes about transforming the body to meet the
"phantomized"image of it, he also argues that sex reassignment
surgery (SRS)creates the body as "it should have been" (p. 83),
suggests that "reassignment is a restorationof body" (p. 88;
emphasis added), and mentions in the final chapter on transsexual portraits that "the immediate purpose of transsexuality is to
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make real the subject'strue gender on the body"(p. 211). Indeed,
Prosseris interestedin sustaining the value of gendered realness
and wants to enlist "thebinary of sexual assignmentto argue for
total healthinsurancecoveragefor sex reassignment"(p. 204).
Tough argumentsfor this feminist to agree with (althoughthe
last point may have some strategicforce in our currentcultural
context), because they rely on traditionalconceptions of binary
gender as a social and psychologicalfact.In fact,none of the texts
under review provide an adequatecriticalaccountof gender as a
concept, except "Transgenderismand the Question of Embodiment,"by PatriciaElliot and KatrinaRoen, in GLQ'sTransgender
Issue (discussed below). Only three of these texts (Devor, Elliot
and Roen,and JudithHalberstam)explicitlycritiquethe structure
of gender-as a concept, as a social category of experience, as a
conventionalunderstandingof humanbehaviors-andnone argue
that gender itself exists only as a convention. Kate Bomstein, in
would argue that she works against gender
My GenderWorkbook,
in the terms outlinedhere,but I see her concentratedemphasison
gender pluralism(as if mixing and matchingwill undo the hegemony of the sex/gender system) as feeding into gender essentialism. The Workbook
is in part an introductionto postmodem gender theory and in part a set of exercisesaboutgender for the reader. A light-heartedapproachto transgressivegender education,
Bornstein'stext ends up arguing that gender should become a
"plaything"(p. 280). In the quick pace of the text (moving from
chaos theory to tarotcards in the space of a few pages), the ideas
are more suggested than argued, and the dominant view about
gender presentedis that it should be a choice. All these texts suggest a certaingender essentialism:that gender as a way of organizing identity is centralto the human project,that each individual has a gender or belief in the self as a gender,or that gender in
some fashion (as binary or as plural)is necessaryto or at least an
inevitablepart of the social fabric.
Feminists(who as a group have assiduously examined,complicated, and explored gender as a concept)are criticizedin most of
these texts. Generally,JaniceRaymond,author of TheTranssexual
Empire(1979), is a common target. The insistent repudiation of
Raymond'sideas and the representationof feminism as a social
movement dedicated to policing the category of "woman" for
genetic females led me to wonder if it is possible, in this political
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and academicclimate,to approachtranssexualismas a scholarly
projectas a feminist."PatriciaElliot and KatrinaRoen'sarticleon
transgender embodiment suggests it is possible, although not
without difficulty.
Elliotand Roen examinecurrenttransgendertheory'sproblematic overvaluationof crossing (visible living as a transperson,as
opposed to passing, understoodas what transsexualsdo to blend
in as normal),as well as its tendencyto treatthe body as immaterialto (or an infinitelymalleableaccessoryof) identity.Theirfascinating treatment of transsexual embodiment is reminiscent of
Prosser'sunorthodox concentrationon embodiment rather than
gender in the main portion of his book. Throughout,their criticisms of transgender theories are insistently cast in relation to
their desire to provide more complex accounts of transsexual/
transgender (TS/TG) experience, as well as of the gendered
embodimentsof everyone.
Elliot and Roen critique a number of ideas common to transgender theory-that embodimentis a sort of free-floatingexperience with no psychic or historical weight, that conformity or
deviance are the only two possible subjectpositions in relationto
normativegender,and that all forms of heterosexualitynecessarily perpetuate normative modes of gendered being. They begin
with a discussion of Biddy Martin'streatmentof a tendency in
both queer and feministtheoryto exaggerateboth gender'sdeterministic hold on subjects and the ease of utopian escapes from
gender.4Fromthis they demonstratethat this critiquecan apply
to recenttransgendertheory,and then they move to a consideration of psychoanalysisas offeringan accountof sexualitywith the
complexity that they see lacking in transgender theory, noting
"onecan offer accountsof how sexuality is formed without psychoanalysis;our point is that such accountstend eitherto idealize
sexuality (as that which escapes regulatory processes through
crossingor falling outside normativeboundaries)or to reify it (as
that which conforms to norms)"(p. 243). Providing a close reading of Charles Shepherdson's "The Role of Gender and the
of Sex,"'5Elliotand Roen argue that embodimentis the
Imperative
centralissue of transsexuality,where embodimentis understood
to be not anatomicalsex, nor gender,but the subject'sassumption
of sexual difference,the "symbolicinscriptionof lack on the body"
(p. 247), an unconsciousprocess. Thus, "thepsychoanalyticread-
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ing therefore provides us with a way to address the psychical
acquisition of sexual difference apart from, and as something
quite otherthan, social norms of gender"(p. 248).
Elliot and Roen support SRS for some transsexualpeople, as
does Shepherdson,16although they suggest that there are problems with the view that "theunconditionalrightto SRSis self-evident" (p. 247), a view held by many transgender theorists and
most transgenderactivists.Theiruse of psychoanalytictheory to
complicateTS/TG notions of embodimentreachesits limit in this
support for SRS,because the implicationis that SRSdoesprovide
embodimentas theothersex for those whose subjectivityis founded on an identificationthere.Thus, althoughresearchon intersexuality consistently demonstratestechnical difficultiesin surgical
sex-change procedures,transgendertheory (as well as, here, its
critique)refuses to problematizethe fantasy involved in imagining the reconstructedbody as facilitatingembodiment just like
the embodiment of those who have not undergone sex change.17
A counteranalysis might suggest that the reassigned subject's
body is transformedinto a representationof sex that follows the
culturalimaginary(or,as MoiraGatenswould say, the imaginary
body): a neovagina is basically a hole in the perineum, sheathed
with tissue takenfrom elsewhereon the body (in the case of maleto-female transsexuals,usually from the penis).18It may be true
that in psychoanalytictermsit is the imaginarybody that is taken
on as sexed embodiment by all persons, through the "unconscious response to phallic loss" (p. 245);but I would argue that
part of feminism's stake in engaging psychoanalysis is to challenge this imaginaryconstructionfor its androcentricconception
of both the body and the lived experienceof its organs.
In Elliotand Roen'saccount,the purpose of complicatingtransgender conceptions of gender is to provide better therapy,support, and understandingfor transsexualpeople. The authors'final
statementbrings them back from the possibility of a criticaldiscussion of the real-world implications of their researchto a flat
summary of the essay and its purpose: "Ourmain goal has been
to contributeto debates around transgendertheories, to complicate dominantconceptionsof gender,and to engage constructively with ideas that informthe transgendermovement."Forme this
ending is inadequate to the intricate insights of the article. Perhaps this is because the therapeutic focus tends to avoid a critique
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of institutions in favor of understanding individuals' personal
experiences.And indeed, if the analysis elaboratesthe "aspectof
identity which is 'neithersex nor gender'" (p. 257),then genderas
a conceptstill stands as it always has, and transsexualismis really
about something else, what Foucaultmight call the techne of the
body. Thus, this feministapproachdoesn't so much problematize
gender (its existence as identity or role, for instance)as question
whether the relationbetween gender identity and body as proposed in transgendertheory is complex enough to understand
the individual experiences of transsexual embodiment and the
perceivedneed for SRS.
Tomy mind, the most forcefuland provocativetheoriesof gender argue that it is an instrumentalconceptto analyze power relations and systems of inequality that subordinate women and
those who repudiateheterosexuality.I follow Judith Butlerhere
and stand by the idea that gender identity is a juridicalconstruction, as well as the effect of reiteratedperformancesof one's sex
that make up the illusion of an identity inside that produces such
expression.19All gender presentationsare conventional and, although not voluntary,do not necessarilyinhere in the subjectas
formativeof her or his centralself. Indeed, in this conception,following Lacan, there is no central self, only the illusion thereof.
Using gender instrumentallymeans reorientingit from an ontology (our culture'sprimaryview, that gender underlies the being
of all people) to an epistemology (a way of knowing or understanding the operationof culture).The theoreticalapparatusfor
thinkinggender in this mannerderives primarilyfrom considerations of gender as an analyticalconcept within feminism.20This
view never assumes that gender operatesfrom within the subject
as an originatingdesire or an identity from which a person'spresentationof herself or himself emanates;it is always only a mode
of perceiving and experiencingthe world that is attributedand
narrativized.
It is both confusing and understandable,then, that feminism
comes under attackin transgendertheoryas policing the category
woman and not contributingto the currentconceptualizationof
gender as inherentlyqueer. Confusing,because in this formulation geneticallyfemale feministsare attackedfor failing to understand their own gender investments-implied to be comfortably
feminine-althoughin my view most of these feminists precisely
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understandtheir gender investmentsby attackingthe social system, and not their own bodies, as the origin of the problem of
dysphoric sexed embodiment. After all, if no specific meanings
are attached to sex except through the operation of gender (as
Butlerargues),then the problem is not with bodily sex itself but
with the system that ascribesthose meaningsand that clings to us
through our own troubled embodiments. (Of course, this view
also encouragesus to troublethe binaryand genderedcategoryof
biological sex itself.) The idea that genetically female feminists
(especiallyheterosexualones) are happy and settled in their gender investmentsand sexed bodies (policingthe categoryof woman) troublesme deeply, because I see myself and other feminist,
genetically female women consistentlybattling gendered meanings attached to our bodies and our embodied practices. Elliot
and Roen gesturetoward this point repeatedly.
And yet, it is understandable that transgender theory would
produce this kind of antifeministargument,becauseat base transsexualism and transgenderismrely on maintaining gender as a
category of experienceand being. This is not to say that TS/TG
renderings of gender are necessarily conservative, because in
these postmoderndays the spin on gender is more likely to be to
argue that in proliferating gender presentations and performances we can destabilizethe binary status quo that takes sexual
dimorphismas its model, but thereremainsin transgendertheory
a dependence on gender as descriptiveand ontological.I simply
can'tagree with Jay Prosser,for example, that people have a true
gender we can see from photographicself-portraits.Transsexual
experiencemay be supportedby Westernnotions of an inner self
that can be detected on the surfaceof the body (and that shouldbe
detectable),but as critical theorists we should be able to see the
complicityof such ideas with narrativesof being that many feminists have long challenged.
More overtly influenced by feminist theory than most of the
other texts under review, JudithHalberstam'sFemaleMasculinity
does provide something of a criticaldiscourse on gender,but the
key aim of the book is to promote female masculinityas "aspecific gender with its own culturalhistory"and to argue against the
notion that it is "aderivativeof male masculinity"(p. 77). Indeed,
along with C. Jacob Hale (author of "Consuming the Living,
Dis(re)membering the Dead in the Butch/FTM Borderlands," in
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GLQ,The TransgenderIssue), Halberstam seeks to create new
gender taxonomies (Halberstamcalls these, after Eve Sedgwick,
"noncetaxonomies")21
to describe alternativegenders already in
in
circulation,usually "transgendercommunities, in sexual subcultures,in clubs,in zines, in queerspaces everywhere"(p. 139).
Halberstamproceeds by tracinga history,since the nineteenth
century,of "femalemasculinity"-womenrepresentingmasculinity, living masculinity,and endorsing masculinityas an authentic
way of living female (as opposed to a parasiticalappropriationof
male masculinity). Some of this history, she argues, has been
buriedwithin lesbianhistoryand drainedof its evident transgression of gender expectations:the women's masculinity has been
configuredas simply a mode of homosexuality,the way women
in other historical periods have enacted a lesbian identity, and
thus demasculinized(or degendered).On the otherhand, Halberstam isn't very interested in nonlesbian female masculinity: "I
have no doubt thatheterosexualfemalemasculinitymenacesgender conformityin its own way, but all too often it representsan
acceptable degree of female masculinity as compared to the
excessive masculinityof the dyke"(p. 28). In arguing that female
masculinitycannot be subsumed within lesbian history but also
that lesbianfemalemasculinitiesaremore transgressivethan their
straightcounterparts,Halberstamsets up heterosexualwomen as
the inevitablesupportersof the genderedstatusquo.
Halberstam labels her methodology "perverse presentism,"
which she defines as "notonly a denaturalizationof the present
but also an applicationof what we do not know in the presentto
what we cannot know in the past"(p. 53). In this way, she establishes a vital openness to historical representationsand experiences of femalemasculinity,disarticulatingthem from an a priori,
necessaryrelationto lesbianism,even though it is the figure of the
butch that interestsher throughoutthe book. Halberstamargues
in chapters2 and 3 "forthe need to keep the label 'lesbian'at bay
throughoutthe firsthalf of the twentiethcentury"(p. 109),and in
her chapter,"TransgenderButch:Butch/FTM BorderWars and
the Masculine Continuum,"she enters currentdebates in transgender theory about the relationof lesbian masculinitiesto FTM
transsexuality.Although the entiretext of FemaleMasculinityconcerns issues and ideas that will be of interest to readers of this
review, I will concentrate on this chapter because it deals most
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explicitly with TS/TG theory.A thoughtful and complex discusButch"consistentlyargues for a recognitionof
sion, "Transgender
variance
and
gender
repudiates the idea that the right body/
wrong body dilemmabelongs only to transsexualsubjects:"[I]tis
time to complicate on the one hand transsexual models that
assign gender deviance only to transsexual bodies and gender
normativityto all other bodies, and on the other hand the heteronormative models that see transsexualityas the solution to gender deviance and homosexuality as a pathological perversion"
(pp. 153-54).
Of course,thereis yet a third alternative,which is to take transsexuality out of this explicit comparison to homosexuality and
suggest that "genderdeviance"is a term that does not circulate
only in reference to these subjectivities.As Halberstamrightly
notes, "theinvention of transsexualityas a medical category has
partly drained gender varianceout of the categoryof homosexuality and located gender variancevery specificallywithin the category of transsexuality"(pp. 142-43). However, this particular
configurationof the issues at stake in the '"borderwars"between
butch lesbian and FTMsubjectivitiesallows her to relegate feminism (and feminists,presumed throughtheir absenceto represent
gender normativity)to the sidelines of the debate,even though in
the end it is throughfeministand antiracistanalysisthat she challenges currentformulationsof FTMtheory.Thus, feministtheory
does not challenge gender conformism,but it can provide a critique of
wholesale adoptions of the rhetoricof home and migrationwithin some transsexual aesthetic practices alongside the rejection of a queer gender politics
[which] can have the effect of using postcolonial rhetoricsto redeem colonial
texts ... or of using formulationsof home and essence advancedby feminists
of color to ratifythe locationsof white transsexualmen. (P. 172)

Like Halberstam'sextensive discussion of women's rest rooms
and the atmosphereof gender policing she finds in them (as opposed to the relative openness to gender variation she argues
goes on in the men's rest rooms [pp. 20-29]),and her earlierdismissal of the potential "gendermenace"of heterosexualwomen's
masculinity,thereseems a strictdemarcationbetween those zones
of culture and forms of subjectivitythat are normativeand those
that are not, an odd tendency in a book dedicated to demonstrating variation and pliability within female masculinities.Indeed,
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she writes that "the point here is that many subjects, not only
transsexual subjects, do not feel at home in their bodies," and
"thereare a variety of gender-deviantbodies under the sign of
nonnormative masculinities and femininities, and the task at
hand is not to decide which representsthe place of most resistance but to begin the work of documentingtheir distinctivefeatures"(p. 148).
"Documenting"these "distinctivefeatures"is thus about naming new gender categories,these "noncetaxonomies"of gender
that will, presumably, destabilize the existent binary male/female. For C. JacobHale, whose "Consumingthe Living, Dis(re)membering the Dead in the Butch/FTMBorderlands"was published as a companion piece to the original, shorter version of
Butch"in GLQ,one problemis that
Halberstam's"Transgender
queer ftms ... are living in a historical/discursive moment in which our language has run out.... [W]e find little in already given discourses-transsexual
and otherwise-other than indefinite sequences of indiscriminate erasure....
[Thus] our embodiments and our subjectivities are abjected from social ontology: we cannot fit ourselves into extant categories without denying, eliding,
erasing, or otherwise abjecting personally significant aspects of ourselves. (Pp.
335-36).

Presumably,then, producing new, specific, and attentive categories will provide some personal relief for individuals whose
identificationslie outside of what Hale calls the "socialontology,"
as well as a transformationof that social ontology itself. Yet once
again, all those who outwardly seem to cohere to the socially
acceptablecategoriesthey inhabit and perform are consigned to
an automaticnormativity:they are understood to fit into the social ontology neatly,without needing to silence or erase "partsof
selves"that areunintelligiblewithin that ontology.22
Of course, Halberstam'schapter on "TransgenderButch"does
focus specificallyon the relationbetween butch and FTMsubjectivities and politics, and my reading obviously critiquesthe text
for an absenceinevitablein its conceptualizationas part of a particularconversation.Halberstamwrote the piece as a response to
criticisms invoked by her earlier essay, "F2M:The Making of
is "There
in which her most famous "refrain"
FemaleMasculinity,"
are no transsexuals. We are all transsexuals"(quoted in Female
Masculin-ity,p. 153).23 Becauseshe suggests that "itis not yet clear
what the politics of transsexualism

will look like" (p. 160),
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"TransgenderButch"addresses contemporaryFTMdiscoursesin
an attempt to influence these politics-in-the-making.Her current
understanding of the "borderwars," influenced itself by the
exchanges after the publicationof "F2M,"ends with a statement
in which her feminist and antiracist commitments are clear: "I
suggest we think carefully,butches and FTMs alike, about the
kinds of men or masculine beings we become and lay claim to:
alternativemasculinities, ultimately,will fail to change existing
gender hierarchiesto the extent to which they fail to be feminist,
antiracist,and queer"(p. 173).Yetdespite this statement,her suggestion thatwe recognizefemale masculinityas a separategender
category (or categories) proposes a problematic conception of
gender and genderpolitics:thatwe destabilizethe gendernormative culture in which male bodies exhibit and live masculinity
and femalebodies exhibitand live femininityby proliferatingand
resignifyingalternatemodes of being gendered.To my mind this
is merely an extension of gender ontologies into a queer domain,
as it espouses a more preciseexplanatorynetworkfor gender-the
elaborationof "noncetaxonomies"of gender-ratherthan the use
of gender as an analyticconceptto challengethe powerfully structured inequalities that define sexual difference socially. Thus,
when Halberstamrethinkslesbian history in order to recastthat
history in terms of female masculinity,she is working in the epistemologicalmode of gender theory.When she argues that female
masculinity is its own gender (or genders), she is reifying what
she has just rescuedfromproblematic,priorreification.
Pat Califia,self-proclaimedpro-sex lesbian feminist, also lives
out a certain "femalemasculinity"in her own life, describingin
Sex Changes:ThePoliticsof Transgenderism
that she went so far as
to investigatesex-changeproceduresfor herselfbut later decided
against them. The book is at moments prescient and insightful
and at other moments oddly conservativein its views on differences between women and men. Forexample,she writes that it is
"frustrating... that all of these lengthy technicaltexts were constructed to explain gender dysphoria and justify sex reassignment, when the thing that really needs to be explained is our
insistence on gender dimorphism"(p. 82). Later,however, in a
discussion of feminism, she writes, "Men(on average)have more
privilege,wealth, freedom,and security,but women also have the
power to incite and controlmale lust, the ability to bear children,
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and the responsibilityfor socializing those children and setting
the moral tone in society at large"(p. 90). Although the firststatement demonstratesthe way in which social meanings of sexual
differenceoverdeterminethe feeling of unfitnessor ill-fitin a specific gender category,how much would that latterquotationneed
to be alteredto fit with the ideological platformof the conservative upholders of "familyvalues"?This collusion with conservative ideals of individualism links Califia'stext to Wilchins'sgender libertarianism,as the following quotationdemonstrates:
One of the basic tenets of S/M is the individual'sright to own his or her own
body, and make whatever temporaryor permanentchanges to that body the
individualpleases, eitherfor sexual gratificationor for purposes of adornment.
A new sort of transgenderedperson has emerged, one who approaches sex
reassignmentwith the same mindset that they would obtaininga piercingor a
tattoo.(P. 224)

Califia's use of sadomasochism as a structuring discussion for
transsexualityis reminiscentof Bomstein's argumentsin Gender
Outlaw;significantly,however, S/M provides Califiawith a way
to argue for gender as a voluntary preference,as Bornsteindoes
In the end, Califia's largely
throughout My GenderWorkbook.
Outlawconfirmsthe simiof
Gender
Bornstein's
friendly reading
"If
the
their
visions:
Califia
of
writes,
conceptof gender freelarity
it
must
be
have
dom is to
possible for some of us to
any meaning,
cling to our biological sex and the gender we were assigned at
birthwhile otherswish to adapt the body to their gender of preference, and still others choose to question the very concept of
polarizedsexes"(p. 275).Genderdiversity,anyone?
And what about sex diversity?CherylChase,founderof the IntersexSocietyof North America(ISNA),weighs in with an article
in GLQ'sTransgenderIssue on "Hermaphroditeswith Attitude."
She presents a compelling argumentfor ending the surgerieson
intersexchildrenthat destroy functioninggenital and urinarytissue in order to make the child's anatomicalsex seem more "normal,"proceduresthat often lead to raising chromosomallymale
children as female. She argues this not by suggesting that it's
inappropriatefor geneticallymale bodies to signify anatomically
and socially as femalebut because the surgeriesare performedin
orderto regulatenormativegender and sex by ruling out the possibilityof alternativelysexed individualsand that they have as an
effect the silencing of intersexedpeople who are usually not told
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about their physical condition nor the reasons for their extensive
surgeriesduring childhood. The connectionto transgenderismis
articulatedthrougha liberalview of individualcontrolor choice:
Transgenderand lesbian/gay groups have been supportiveof intersexpolitical
activismlargelybecause they see similaritiesin the medicalizationof these various identities as a form of social control and (especially for transsexuals)
empathize with our struggle to assert agency within a medical discourse that
works to affectthe ability to exerciseinformedconsent about what happens to
one's own body. (P. 200)

Chase also lodges significantcomplaintsagainstfeminism,in this
case accusing feminists of being blind to (or actively ignoring)
issues of intersexuality,even when they (the feminists)were arguing against female circumcision.Chase makes a convincing case
that Westernfeministsinvolved in anti-circumcisionactivismroutinely dismissed ISNA's attempts to draw attention to genital
mutilationsperpetuatedby Westernmedicine. Fortunately,ISNA
itself seems to be making its own significantprogressin convincing physicians to rethink intersex management protocols. Inevitably,as medicine reconsidersits response to what it perceives
to be sexually ambiguous genitalia,as I hope it will do, as a profession it will have to confrontquestions concerningany distinctions between sex and gender ambiguity as they relate to treatment. In other words, will intersexuality and transsexualitybe
treatedas similarconditions,each intrinsicallydeservingof surgical and hormonal treatment,or will there be distinctions made
between physiologicalor anatomicalsex ambiguitiesand psychological or psychosocial gender variance?Will intersexed subjects
be allowed to choose a sex of assignment (eitherfemale or male),
or will there be a movement to promote intersexualityitself as a
site of subjectformation?Will such a movement, if it were to occur, mandate that would-be transsexualpersons live with their
sense of being in the wrong body, because therewould no longer
be a sense of a right body to house a specific gendered temperament? Or will the idea that intersexed individuals should be
allowed to choose a sex lead to the idea that everyone should
choose a sex?24
And what does it mean to choose a sex? As these recentworks
show us, sex, gender,and sexualityhave become more complicated categories to juggle, and just what each means within a queer
paradigm is sometimes unclear. In Susan Stryker's "My Words to
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VictorFrankensteinabove the Village of Chamounix,"she writes
abouther decision to changesex:
I had always wanted intimacy with women more than intimacy with men, and
that wanting had always felt queer to me. [My ex-wife] needed it to appear
straight. The shape of my flesh was a barrier that estranged me from my
desire. ... So I abandoned one life and built this new one. ... In the body I was
born with, I had been invisible as the person I considered myself to be; I had
been invisible as a queer while the form of my body made my desires look
straight. (Pp. 247-48)

Stryker'scomments about her sex change suggest that what she
wanted, as part of becominga woman, was to have her desire not
be experienced or perceived as heterosexual.This kind of statement seems unthinkable prior to the efflorescence of current
queer transgendertheory,but I'm not certainthat its emergence
signals any great advance in breaking down normative ideas
about gender or sexuality.Instead,it simply reinstallsthe notion
that heterosexuality,in and of itself, is the enemy, a position of
complete conformityto the gendered status quo. (See Elliot and
Roen [in this review] for a critiqueof this view.) Becomingqueer,
and not acting differentlyas a heterosexual(i.e., confrontingheterosexualityas an institution,as suggested by AdrienneRich),2is
presentedas a revolutionarymovementagainstsociallyapproved
gender identificationsand sexual orientations.I'm not trying to
argue that normative heterosexuality isn't a problem, but I am
suggesting that beingqueer as a politicized transgendergoal implies that who one is (and how that is perceived by others) is
more importantthan the politicalwork that one does againstregulatingstructuresof sex, gender,and sexuality.
The "rage"Strykerboth performs and articulatesemerges, as
she explains, from the experience of her lover giving birth to a
baby.The genetic fathersaid: "It'sa girl"at the moment of delivery.Strykercommentsthat
bodies are rendered meaningful only through some culturally and historically
specific mode of grasping their physicality that transforms the flesh into a useful artifact. Gendering is the initial step in this transformation, inseparable
from the process of forming an identity by means of which we're fitted to a
system of exchange in a heterosexual economy.... Gender attribution is compulsory; it codes and deploys our bodies in ways that materially affect us, yet
we choose neither our marks nor the meanings they carry. (Pp. 249-50)

I would arguethatthe child was assigneda sex (ratherthan a gender) at the moment of birth, but this passage effectively demon-
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strates the semiotic connectionbetween naming a sex and creating a sociallylegible subject.YetI wonder,again,about the idea of
choice as it appears in the discussion-the idea that we don't
choose our sex and our assignmentto it affects our lives fundamentally.I'd agree that this seems to be a significantproblem in
upholdingnormativesex/gender/sexuality relations,yet we don't
choose our race either and while racialpassing is a known phenomenon, medically mediated racialcrossing is not, and it does
not have a political following (Michael Jackson notwithstanding).26Thereis much in life thatwe don'tchoose, but in relationto
those embodimentswe don'tchoose, but which seem to constrain
our freedom and personhood, shouldn't we be working for a
transformed culture that would loosen its grip on our bodies
ratherthan changingthose bodies to make ourselves more coherent within a prejudicialsocial environment?And does making
our bodies incoherentaccordingto social norms itselfdo the political work to destabilizeculturalideals and regulations?
TerriWebb,in "AutobiographicalFragmentsfrom a Transsexual Activist"(in RichardEkinsand David King'sBlendingGenders:
andSex-Changing,
SocialAspectsof Cross-Dressing
itself an interestand
collection
of
older
recent
articles
on
transsexualism,
ing
including Janice Raymond's introductionto the 1994 edition of
TheTranssexual
Empireand a blisteringresponseto it), writes:"Itis
only in a society in which gender-rolesare centralto our existence
that it is necessaryto state a baby'ssex when it is born"(p. 191),a
statementconcurring,in simpler terms, with Stryker'scomments
above. Webbgoes on to argue, however, "Thereis not one single
demand made by transsexualsand our supporterswhich would
not be betterdealt with by fighting for equal rights generallyand
fighting against sexism. We have the right to despair,but not the
right to assume that our despairmakes us unique or that we suffer uniquely"(p. 192).
This is an importantcontribution,it seems to me, of a feminist
approachto transsexualissues, and one that is echoed by Halberstam.as well ("thetranssexualhas been resituatedas ... the one
body that suffers" [p. 167]). It is not insignificant that Webb, a
transsexualwoman herself,sees her own desire for sex change to
have been founded on a mistaken projectionof hatred for maleness on to her own, former,body, "insteadof having developed a
social theory which challenges sexism and gender-role stereotyp-
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ing of the world aroundus" (p. 191).I fear that queer transgender
theory promotes this gender role stereotyping in its seeming
acceptance of gender categories even as it attempts to queer
them-to destabilize them, to regender them but somehow to
maintainthem as ontologicalrealities.Even as much queer transgender theory and advocacy argues through a presumablyantiessentialistmode, its desired gender pluralismwill only reify the
notion that expressinga variety of representational(and nonhegemonic) genders will upset the regimented social system within
which we live.
I'm not that optimistic,and I don't believe that medicine, with
its history of homophobiaand misogyny,should be invited to join
in on the experiment.Medicalpractitionerswho choose to engage
in sex-change practiceswon't be doing so for any radical social
rationale(or at least most won't) but will, like cosmetic surgeons,
be doing so because it pays. Ontologicalnarrativesabout gender
reaffirmthe status quo, even when transgressionsof bodily sex
have to be enacted to sustain those narratives. The rhetoric of
choice in currenttransgendertheory,while echoing the rhetoricof
the abortionrightsmovement,makes me think that the vehement
expansionof consumerculturein the 1980s-buya new body, new
face, "you'reworth it"-is an indispensablehistoricalbackdropto
this new theoreticalfield and continuallyemerging culturalphenomenon.
In the world of transgendertheory,identitypolitics is alive and
well, although queerer than it used to be. In my experiences of
identity politics in the 1980s, discussions consistently fractured
along the lines of race, sexual orientation,and class. As a white,
Jewish, middle-class, heterosexual,married,reproductivewoman, I've had my share of political mishaps and assumed privileges, but I've also come to see the structureof the struggle, and
not simply the identity categoriesthemselves,as part of the problems I encountered.Insistingon new gender categories,as these
texts do variously,will not transformpolitical debates or the nature of the struggle we engage against gender normativity.Instead, a proliferationof gender categoriesasfundamentalontologies
of beingwill only mire radical gender politics in an ill-defined
coalitionsensibility,when what we (genderdeviants,in all senses
of the term and feminists included) really need to be doing is to,
in Suzanne Kessler'swords, "giveup on gender."'27
In order to do
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so, we'll have to struggle through defining what life experiences
and institutionsgender defines, how we can imagine them disappearing or changing, and how to restructurewhat remains in
theirabsenceor transformation.
Those texts that imagine a different sense of embodiment in
relationto gender and sex begin this process,it seems to me. Halberstam'sFemaleMasculinitycomes closest to promoting gender
in its epistemologicalmode. Whethertransgendertheory per seor the phenomena it describesand theorizes-cancontinue in the
absence of gender ontologies remains to be seen: I don't know
what an anti-ontologicaltransgendertheory would be, nor how
transgenderpracticesmight continuewithout some foundationin
gender essences. Indeed, togetherall the texts reviewed represent
a kind of rich limit-case in thinking gender-how far we can go
with an ontologicalviewpoint before the structureof our understandingimplodes in an endless taxonomicallisting?
Perhaps Wilchins'sReadMy Lipsoffers a form of rapprochement, or at least an arena of shared struggle. Although the cover
of the book and the chapterheadings include stylized portraitsof
Wilchins that accentuate different forms of gendered (and very
sexualized) drag, and thus promotegender proliferation,the photographsat the centerof the book show Wilchinsas a rathergender-neutral individual in a variety of political contexts, most
notablyat demonstrationsagainstviolence directedat transpopulations (for example, at a demonstration against the murder of
BrandonTeena).These moving picturesremind the readerof the
very real stakesof gendertransgressionsat the turn of the twentyfirst century, and they suggest at least one basic commonality
between the feminist,lesbian and gay, and transgenderliberation
movements:the demand for basic human rightsand personaldignity in difference.
NOTES
1. BerniceL. Hausman,ChangingSex:Transsexualism,
and the Ideaof Gender
Technology,

(Durham: Duke University Press, 1995). In the book, I argued that previous treatments
of transsexualism understood it as a symptom of culture but did not adequately assess
how the emergence of transsexualism helped to produce current conceptualizations of
gender, which feminists now use to understand it. Thus I traced the emergence of transsexualism in the twentieth century to the development of specific medical technologies
and treatment protocols for which gender as a concept was mobilized and elaborated.
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2. For example, see Susan Birrell and Cheryl Cole, "Double Fault: Ren&eRichards and
the Construction and Naturalization of Difference," Sociology of Sport Journal 7 (March

1990):1-21; and MarjorieGarber,VestedInterests:Cross-Dressingand CulturalAnxiety

(New York: Routledge, 1991). There are many other examples; see Hausman for a discussion of the distinctions between a cultural feminist view of transsexualism and a cultural studies feminist view.
3. Janice Raymond, The TranssexualEmpire:The Making of the She-Male (Boston: Beacon,
1979; rpt., New York: Teachers College Press, Athene Series, 1994).
4. Annemarie Jagose, Queer Theory:An Introduction (New York: New York University
Press, 1996), defines "queer"in the following way (p. 3):
Broadlyspeaking,queer describesthose gesturesor analyticalmodels which dramatiseincoherencies in the allegedly stable relations between chromosomalsex, gender, and sexual desire....
Institutionally,queer has been associatedmost prominentlywith lesbian and gay subjects,but its
analyticframeworkalso includessuch topics as cross-dressing,hermaphroditism,genderambiguity
and gender-correctivesurgery.Whetheras transvestiteperformanceor academicdeconstruction,
queer locates and exploits the incoherenciesin those three terms which stabilise heterosexuality.
sexuality,it calls into questioneven such apparentDemonstratingthe impossibilityof any "natural"
ly unproblematictermsas "man"and "woman."
For a contestatory approach to queer theory, see Susan Danuta Walters, "From Here to
Queer: Radical Feminism, Postmodemism, and the Lesbian Menace (Or, Why Can't a
Woman Be More Like a Fag)," Signs 21 (summer 1996): 830-69.

5. Kate Bornstein,GenderOutlaw:On Men, Women,and theRestof Us (New York:Rout-

ledge, 1994).
6. In this essay, the terms "transsexual" and "transsexualism" refer to the people who
seek to change their sex hormonally and surgically and the phenomenon of sex change
generally. "Transgenderism" and "transgenderists" are terms that refer to the larger social phenomenon of people who live as a sex different from that to which they were
assigned at birth and may or may not have surgical or hormonal sex change to facilitate
their lives as the "other sex." Transgenderists may also simply confuse sexual signifiers
in their daily presentation of self, living out a sort of purposeful chaos in what is supposed to be an orderly aspect of self and society. Thus, the category of transgender
includes that of transsexual and transsexualism. This is the common understanding of
these terms, although many of the authors discussed in this article have more idiosyncratic ways of glossing them. "Recent transgender theory" thus includes theoretical
speculation and commentary on transsexualism and transgenderism, mostly by transsexual people and transgenderists themselves, but also by others interested in trans
individuals and the social movements they have created. The term "trans"is often used
inclusively, to designate all persons who cross some sort of sex or gender category, and
I use it occasionally here. TS/TG refers to the whole gamut of transsexual and transgender theory, and FTM refers to female-to-male transsexuals.
7. Of course, theorists of gender from the 1970s sometimes used transsexual subjects as
examples for theory. See Suzanne Kessler and Wendy McKenna, Gender:An EthnomethodologicalApproach (New York: John Wiley, 1978; rpt., Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1985); and Candace West and Don Zimmerman, "Doing Gender," Gender and
Society 1 (June 1987): 125-51.
8. In addition, as the reader will become aware, I argue in favor of a specific kind of
feminist inquiry, one that emerges from a constructivist and radically skeptical approach to identity and the concept of gender. This view is not, of course, taken up by all
feminist scholars, many of whom have elaborated the ontological view of gender that I
critique here.
9. See, for example, Anne Bolin, In Search of Eve: Transsexual Rites of Passage (South
Hadley, Mass.: Bergin & Garvey, 1988); and Deborah Feinbloom, Transvestites and
Transsexuals:Mixed Views (New York: Delacorte Press, 1986).
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10. Currentexamples of transgenderscholarshipoffer far more attentionto female-tomale transsexualismthan did previous considerationsof transsexualism,which largely
consideredthe experiencesof male-to-femaletranssexuals.
11. SanderGilman,CreatingBeautyto CuretheSoul:RaceandPsychologyin theShapingof
AestheticSurgery(Durham:Duke UniversityPress,1998).
12. I exploredthese issues in ChangingSex.At the time, I arguedthat transsexualpeople
sought inclusionin the DiagnosticandStatisticalManualof MentalDisorders(DSM)series
so as to secure a diagnosis that would authorizemedical treatment(surgery and hormones). I have since revised my views somewhat. Transsexualpeople, it seems to me,
have argued for an ambiguous relation to medicine-seeking treatmentwhile fighting
the stigma of mentalillness that the treatment'sdiagnosisimplies (or sociallyproduces).
So although the diagnosticdefinitionsin the DSM are strategicallynecessaryfor many
transsexualpeople to obtainmedical services,transsexualpeople have arguedpolitically that they are not ill and that medical supervisionof theirexperience(physicians'and
gender clinics'role in gatekeeping,for example)mimics medicine'shistoricalregulation
of and attemptsto eradicatehomosexuality.I question whether this similaritylogically
holds.
13. And, tellingly, Raymondcomes to stand for all feminist approachesto transsexualism, and all other feminists who critiquethe practicesor theoriesof transsexualismare
linked to her, regardlessof any theoreticaldifferencesthatmight exist among them.
14. See Biddy Martin,"Sexualitieswithout Gendersand OtherQueer Utopias,"Diacritics,SpecialIssue on CriticalCrossings,24 (summer-fall1994):104-21.
15. CharlesShepherdson,"TheRoleof Gender and the Imperative
of Sex,"in Supposing
theSubject,ed. JoanCopjec(London:Verso,1994),158-84.
16. Shepherdson points out, in agreement with Catherine Millot in Horsexe,trans.
KennethHylton (New York:Autonomedia,1990),that many transsexualpeople develop an identificationwith a fantasyof the "othersex"in which that sex is not lacking(in a
Lacaniansense;cited in Elliotand Roen,246).
17. For discussions about the technicalproblemswith sex-changesurgeries,see Cheryl
Chase, "Hermaphroditeswith Attitude: Mapping the Emergenceof IntersexPolitical
Activism," GLQ4 (1998): 189-212;and Suzanne Kessler, Learningfrom the Intersexed
(New Brunswick:RutgersUniversityPress,1998).
18. Moira Gatens, ImaginaryBodies:Ethics,Power,Corporeality(London: Routledge,
1994). Indeed, to furtherthis argument,one problem with vaginas (perceived from a
dominant, masculinist viewpoint) is that they tend to stretch (especially after childbirth),while the primarymedical risk with neovaginasis that they tend to collapse and
shrink. Routine dilation of a neovagina is a necessary postsurgical practice,one that
continuesindefinitelyfor many transsexualwomen and intersexedsubjectsassigned to
the female sex (Kessler).This distinction suggests that the two vaginal forms involve
very different experiences of sexed embodiment. I'm not trying to argue that one is
more authentic than the other; rather, I'm suggesting that to say that one gains the
embodimentof the "othersex"throughSRSis a problematicclaim.
19. Judith Butler, GenderTrouble:Feminismand the Subversionof Identity(New York:
Routledge,1990).
20. See also Kessler and McKenna;West and Zimmerman.In a critiquepublished in
1984,Gayle Rubinargued that gender is the province of feminism,while sexualitycannot be adequatelytreatedby feminist theory-thus a new methodology had to be fashioned to accuratelytreat sexuality. Eve Sedgwick espouses a similar view. See Gayle
Rubin,"ThinkingSex:Notes for a RadicalTheoryof the Politicsof Sexuality,"in Pleasure
and Danger:ExploringFemaleSexuality,ed. Carole Vance (Boston:Routledge & Kegan
Paul, 1984),267-319;and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Epistemology
of the Closet(Berkeley:
Universityof CaliforniaPress,1990).
21. Sedgwick.
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22. See Martin;Eliotand Roen for an extended discussionof this point.
23. JudithHalberstam,"F2M:The Making of Female Masculinity,"in TheLesbianPostmodern,ed. LauraDoan (New YorkcColumbiaUniversityPress,1994),210-28.
24. See Anne Fausto-Sterling,Sexingthe Body:GenderPoliticsand the Constructionof
Sexuality(New York:Basic Books, 2000), for some extended discussions pertinent to
these questions.
25. Adrienne Rich, "CompulsoryHeterosexuality and Lesbian Existence,"in Blood,
Bread,andPoetry(New York:Norton,1986),23-75.
26. I don't mean to discountthe significanceof bleachingcreamsor hair relaxers,but it
seems evident that no significantmovement of transracialismexists to parallelthat of
transgenderism.The insistent demand of political antiracismis to end socialdiscriminationbasedon raceand not to transformracialembodiedness.
27. Kessler,132.
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